JOIN US IN CHANGING LIVES THROUGH CLEAN WATER

1 in 7 people lack access to reliable clean water. That's why, every April, advocates from around the world unite to Skip Showers, Walk for Water, Fundraise, and raise awareness for Well Aware's clean water projects in East Africa.

LEARN MORE & REGISTER TODAY SHOWERSTRIKE.ORG

EVERY $15 YOU RAISE WILL GIVE 1 PERSON CLEAN WATER FOR LIFE.
"I believe everyone should be able to have access to clean water and all benefits that it provides - a chance for a healthy, successful and vibrant future."

GAYLA WHINERY, WELL AWARE VILLAGE MEMBER

"Because I believe what makes us special as human beings, is our capacity for compassion and empathy. I'm lucky I was born in a country where I never had to worry where my next meal would come from, or where I had to walk miles every day just to find water. Turning on a tap is something we don't even think about... but we should. Sharing what we have makes us richer, not poorer. I wish more people understood this!"

CORINNE PACKER, SHOWER STRIKER

"I participate in Shower Strike because is a simple - but meaningful - way to raise awareness about one of the most important issues in our world."

COURTNEY FATIGATO, SHOWER STRIKER

"I participate in Shower Strike because I come from a place where water is very scarce and what is available is not safe for drinking. Many children get waterborne diseases because we do not have clean water. I want to support Well Aware to enable them [to] take clean water to more places, especially in Africa."

DR. KARAMBU RINGERA, COMMUNITY BENEFICIARY

JOIN THE STRIKE TODAY SHOWERSTRIKE.ORG